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Abstract 
We are concerned here with the decision problem for lattices over a group ring ZG where G is 
a finite group. We show that if G is nilpotent and, for some prime p, G has a homomorphic 
image H such that H is a p-group and H is cyclic of order 2 p4, or H is C(p)’ and p is odd, or 
H is C(2)3 or C(4) x C(2) and p = 2, then the theory of Z G-lattices is undecidable. On the 
contrary, lattices over Z2C(2)2 or over some rings Z G of finite representation type have 
a decidable theory. 
0. Decidability for (right) modules over a given countable ring R is a classical problem 
in model theory; for, the first contributions date back to the fifties with the funda- 
mental work of W. Szmielew on abelian groups. However the problem remains of 
interest. In fact, in more recent years, Ziegler [16] observed that decidability for 
R-modules is based on a good knowledge of the topological space of indecomposable 
pure injective R-modules, and Prest pointed out that this closely connects the decision 
problem for R-modules and the representation type of R (see [12, 131). Furthermore, 
some attention has been devoted to decidability for finitely generated (f.g.) R-modules 
[ 10,9]; this question requires a specific approach as the theory of f.g. R-modules may 
be different from the theory of all R-modules, and so the general techniques may not 
apply to this particular case; for instance, it may happen that restriction to pure 
injectives does not make sense. 
We deal here with the decision problem for a class of f.g. modules, namely for 
lattices. Recall that if R is a Dedekind domain with field of quotients K, A is a finite 
dimensional K-algebra, and /1 is an R-order in A, then a (right) n-module M is said to 
be a /i-lattice if and only if M is f.g. and projective over R (equivalently, M is f.g. and 
torsion-free over R). In particular, we are interested in decidability for n-lattices when 
R = Z, n = ZG for a given finite group G, and A = QG. Lattices over a group ring 
have been intensively studied (see [S]); nevertheless they are still complicated objects 
[4]; we shall see that this situation is reflected even in decidability questions. 
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Here is the plan of the paper. Our approach will follow the usual trichotomy in 
representation theory, according to whether ZG is of finite, or tame, or wild repres- 
entation type. In Section 1 we will see that the usual techniques from integral 
representation theory (most notably, localization) allow a satisfactory analysis of the 
major cases in the literature when ZG is of finite representation type (FRT from now 
on); Section 2 will deal with the wild case, where undecidability will be proved for 
a large class of finite groups G. Finally, Section 3 will concern the tame case, which is 
known to be the most critical with respect to decision problems (see [12]); we will 
show decidability when G is the Klein group. 
Let us fix here some notation. For every countable ring R, L(R) is the first-order 
language for R-modules, while T(,4) will denote the theory of n-lattices when n is an 
order. For every positive integer m, C(m) is the cyclic group of order m. 
We will refer to [S] for representation theory, and to [13] for model theory of 
modules. 
1. FRT orders are those admitting only finitely many isomorphism classes of in- 
decomposable lattices. When /1 = ZG for G a finite group, ZG is FRT iff, for every 
prime p dividing 1 GI, the Sylow p-subgroups of G are cyclic of order p or p2 [S, 33.6, 
p. 6901. In [S] the following list of groups G are given for which (ZG is FRT and) 
a complete classification of indecomposable ZG-lattices has been obtained: 
(1) G = C(p) for p prime, 
(2) G = C(p2) for p prime, 
(3) G = C(m) for m square-free (and not prime), 
. (4) G . IS a non-abelian group of order pq with p and 4 distinct primes (this includes 
dihedral groups D2P with p an odd prime). 
(For (1) and (2) see also [4].) In these cases a common line is followed to get the above 
classification: 
l first one characterizes the genera of indecomposable ZG-lattices (recall that two 
ZG-lattices M, N are in the same genus iff M, z Np for all primes p (where the 
subscript p denotes localization)); 
l then one finds all ZG-lattices in a given indecomposable genus. 
The following proposition shows that whenever ZG is FRT and all indecomposable 
ZG-lattices are known, then T(ZG) is decidable. 
Proposition 1. Let R be a countable PID such that the theory of R as a R-module is 
decidable. Assume 
(1) RG is FRT; 
(2) any indecomposable RG-lattice is effectively provided with an integral representa- 
tion. 
Then T(RG) is decidable. 
Proof. Any RG-lattice is a finite direct sum of indecomposable RG-lattices. So, by 
the Feferman-Vaught theorem [6], it suffices to show that every indecomposable 
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RG-lattice M is decidable. M is R-free; choose a basis {ai, . . . , a,} of M over R. 
Let A be an effectively given integral representation of M afforded by M relative 
to this basis. A maps any element g E G to an n x n matrix A(g) with entries in R 
such that 
(4, ... ,447) = hg, ... ,w). 
This allows to translate in an effective way any sentence C$ of L(RG) into a new 
sentence 4’ of L(R) such that M satisfies 4 if and only if R (as a module over itself) 
satisfies 4’. As the theory of R (as a R-module) is decidable, then also T(RG) is 
decidable. 0 
Now we prove that, for decidability questions, it is sufficient to know only one 
ZG-lattice in any indecomposable genus. 
Proposition 2. Let M, N be ZG-lattices in the same genus, then M - N. 
Lemma. For every ZG-module M, M is elementary equivalent to BPprime M, (of 
course, each M, is viewed here as a ZG-module). 
Proof. The claim was proved for modules over a commutative ring - like Z - by 
Garavaglia (see [ 13,2.2.5 p. 491); the idea is to show that both modules have the same 
Baur-Monk invariants. The same line of proof can also be repeated with respect to 
ZG. In fact, also when G is not abelian, ZG satisfies the following fact, that is the basic 
ingredient of the Garavaglia argument. 
(1) For every pp-formula d(v) of L(ZG) and every ZG-module M, $(M,) = 
(4(M)),. 
(1) can be shown in a straightforward way, using the key remark that Z is contained in 
the center of ZG. At this point, notice that, if 4(v) is a pp-formula of L(ZG) and M is 
a ZG-module, 4(M) is a Z-module and recall that Z-modules satisfy the following 
facts: 
(2) for any Z-module N, either both N and &,NP are infinite or both N and BP N, 
are finite and have the same power; 
(3) for any prime p, localization at p preserves exactness, i.e., if N, N’ are Z-modules 
and N is a submodule of N’, then (N’/N), g N’JN,. 
So all the basic points of Garavaglia’s proof still hold for ZG, and this allows to 
extend the result from Z to ZG. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2. For every prime p, M, z N,. Then M E &,Mp E 
&,I$ = N. 0 
Propositions 1 and 2 provide the tools for a quite satisfactory analysis of the 
decision problem for T(ZG) when G is in the previous list. 
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Other consequences of Proposition 1 are the following. 
l For every prime p, T(Z,C(p)) and T(Z,C@)) are decidable (where Z, denotes 
the localization of the integers at p). 
l If G is a finite group, p is a prime and p,j”J G 1, then Z,G is a maximal order; hence 
Z,G is FRT, namely condition (1) in Proposition 1 holds. In order to satisfy (2) one has 
to list effectively indecomposable Z,G-lattices by integral representations; this should 
be done clearly case by case according to the algebraic structure of G. However, we 
emphasize that, for any G and ~$1 GI, ( Gl is a unit in Z,, and hence indecomposable 
Z,G -lattices are direct summands of the induced module Zf. We shall use these 
remarks in Section 3. 
Finally, let us mention another consequence of the previous lemma. 
Corollary. Let G be a finite group. If the theory of Z,G-modules is decidable for every 
prime p, then the theory of ZG-modules is also decidable. 
Proof. Given G, the theory ofZG-modules is recursively axiomatizable, and hence the 
set of sentences in L(ZG) true in every ZG-module is recursively enumerable. Hence, it 
suffices to give an effective list of all sentences 0 in L(ZG) true in some ZG-module M. 
We can assume: 
(i) M = &M(p) where p ranges over the primes and, for any p, M(p) is a Z,G- 
module; 
(ii) CJ is a conjunction of invariant statements Inv(-, 4, $) 2 k, or Inv(-, 4, $) = k, 
where 4(v), $(v) are pp-formulas and k is a positive integer (see [13, Section 17.31). 
Moreover, we can limit our analysis to M = @is ,,M(pi) where pO < ... < p,, are 
primes and n is a non-negative integer (again, see [13, Section 17.33). At this point, an 
argument similar to the one sketched in [13, Section 17.33 works; in fact, when M, 
o are as above, M satisfies c iff, for every statement in (T of the form Inv(-, 4, $) 2 k 
(Inv(-, 4, $) = k respectively) and for every i I n, one can choose a positive integer 
ki I k such that niinki 2 k (JJi,, ki = k) and, for every i I n, M(pi) satisfies the 
conjunction of the corresponding formulas 
Inv(-, 4, ICI) 2 ki, Inv(-, 4, $) = ki. 
As the theory of Z,,G-modules is decidable for all i I n, given a sentence 8, one can 
effectively decide if there is a Z,,G-module M(pi) satisfying 0. This clearly provide a list 
as required. 0 
Of course, nothing similar can be stated about ZG-lattices. In fact, one cannot 
assume a priori that T(ZG) is recursively axiomatizable and, even though every 
ZG-lattice is elementarily equivalent to a direct sum of Z,G-lattices where p ranges 
over the primes, the converse might not hold. 
2. We consider now the wild case. The basic references for this section (as well as for 
the next one) are the papers [3,4], where Butler studied wildness and tameness for 
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Z,G-lattices when G is a finite abelian p-group and p is a prime. In particular, Butler de- 
fines a bijection preserving and reflecting isomorphism and indecomposability between 
l almost the whole class of &G-lattices ([4, 3.3(b)]), 
l a certain extension of the class K: of all structures (V,(Vi)i<r) where V is a finite 
dimensional (f.d.) vector space over Z/p2 and, for all j < r, l/j is a subspace of I/ and 
Ui +j Vi generates V (r denotes the number of primitive idempotents in QG). 
This bijection allows to interpret Th(K:) in T&G) and so gives undecidability for 
T(Z,G) when Th(K:) is undecidable, namely r 2 5. This is what we will discuss below 
in this section. In Section 3 we will use the same approach to show decidability when 
p = 2, G = C(2)2, hence r = 4; in fact, in this case, the image of the previous bijection 
is just Kk(see [3]), and this will give - with a good deal of additional work - a sort of 
biinterpretation between T(Z,G) and Th(Kk) - a decidable theory. 
Let us come back to the specific matter of this section. Our result is 
Theorem 1. Let G be afinite nilpotent group, and assume that, for some prime p dividing 
/GI, the Sylow p-subgroup S(p) of G is cyclic of order 2 p4 or projects onto C(p)’ and 
p is odd, or p = 2 and S(p) is not dihedral, or semidihedral, or generalized quaternionic. 
Then T(ZG) is undecidable. 
Proof. Recall that, for every r 2 5, KL has an undecidable theory. In fact, there is 
a theorem of Slobodskoi [14] saying that the word problem for the class of finite 
groups is unsolvable. This gives the undecidability of the theory of K (x, y)-modules 
f.d. over K for any field K, and consequently, just as in [13,17.5], the undecidability of 
the theory of td. K-vector spaces with r distinguished subspaces, for any field K. Our 
aim is to show that T (ZG) interprets Th(K:) for some r 2 5; this is of course enough to 
give undecidability. The proof will be obtained in two steps. 
Step 1. Let G,p be as above. Then T(Z,G) interprets Th(K:) for some r 2 5. 
Step 2. Also T(ZG) interprets Th(K:) for the same r 2 5. 
Proof of Step 1. As G is nilpotent, S(p) is a direct factor of G, in particular, G projects 
onto S(p). Hence, G has a homomorphic image H isomorphic to C(p”) for h 2 4, or to 
C(p)’ with p odd, or to C(2)3 or to C(4) x C(2). A common feature of these cases is that 
the Q-algebra QH always admits at least 5 primitive idempotents. Furthermore, any 
lattice over Z,H is in a natural way a lattice over Z,G; hence, if the theorem holds for 
H, then G also satisfies it. So we can replace G by H and assume that G is an abelian 
p-group and A = QG has r 2 5 primitive idempotents eo, . . . , e, _ 1 (all of them are 
central). 
Put 
A = Z,G, 
/ii = &i (multiplication in the ring A) for i < r, 
/t’ = @ ni in A. 
i<r 
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For every structure (I/, (I’i)i<r) in KL, we build a A-lattice M in the following way. If 
J is the Jacobson radical of A, then A/J z Z/pZ. Moreover, for all i < r, the Jacobson 
radical of Ai is just Jni and /ii/Jni E Z/pZ. In particular, I/ can be regarded as 
a A-module, and, similarly, for all i < I, l/i can be considered as a Ai-module. For any 
i < r, let di EN be the dimension of Vi over Z/pZ, and let 
l Mi = A(id’) be the free Ai-module on di generators; 
l f;: be the natural Ai-module homomorphism of Mi onto Vi. 
Now put 
l M’ = Oi<r Mi (thus M’ has /if-module structure provided we set, for all 1 E /i’ and 
m E M’ with m = xii,, mi where mi E M for any i < r, 
mA = 2 mi(k?i)); 
i<r 
l f = Ci<lfi (thenf is a A-module homomorphism of M’ onto V). 
Finally, put M = Kerf= {(mi)i<,: mi E Mi Vi cr, xi<, fi(mi) = O}; M (as a A- 
submodule of M’) is a A-lattice. (V, (Vi)i <,) can be interpreted in a uniform way in M. 
This will be shown in several steps. 
(a) For all i < r, Mei = Mi. E is clear as Mi = M’ei; conversely, let mi E Mi, then 
f;(W) = 1 fi (mj) 
i#i 
for a suitable choice of mj E Mj, for allj < r, j # i; therefore m = mi - 1, + i mj belongs 
to M, and mei = miei = mi. 
Consequently: 
(b) M’ = @i<r Mei. Mi(f or i < r) and M can be recovered (as abelian groups) 
inside M in the following way. For a suitable power q of p, ei = qei is in A; moreover, 
the multiplication by q defines a group isomorphism between M and qM, Mi and qMi 
(for i < r), M’ and qM’ respectively. 
(c) For any i < r, qMi = q(Mei) = Me: c M; hence qMi (as an abelian group) is 
O-definable in the A-module M. 
(d) qM’ = Bier qMi is O-definable (as an abelian group) in M. 
Finally, qM is obviously O-definable in M. Furthermore, there exists a group 
isomorphism between M’/M and qM’/qM, and this contains an isomorphism between 
(Mi + M)/M and (qMi + qM)/qM for all i < r. But clearly 
(M/M, ((Mi + M)/‘M)i<r) 2 (VT (J’i)i<r), 
where all structures are regarded as abelian groups, hence as Z/pZ-vector spaces in 
a trivial way. This shows how to interpret (V, (I’i)i<r) in M, just as claimed. 
Now notice that the class of A-lattices M such that 
@ Me:/@5 ((Me: + qM)/qM)i<r 
iir > 
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is in K: is finitely axiomatizable within the class of all /l-lattices. Step 1 follows in 
a trivial way. 
Proof of Step 2. We have provided pp-formulas 
of L(Z,G) such that, for every structure (V,(Vi)i<,.) in K:, there is a Z,,G-lattice 
N satisfying 
As Z,G-lattices are Z,-torsion-free, we can assume that $(I$, 0(u), &(u), . . . , c$_ 1(u) 
are formulas of L(ZG); also without loss of generality, any ZG-module satisfies 
VU(~(U) + Qu). Given a structure (v,(vi)i<r) as above, let N be a Z,G-lattice 
interpreting it. Thus, N E M, for someZG-lattice M (see [S, 23.141). Let 4 be a prime, 
4 # p, and a E 4(M,). Then a/p E 4(M,) and a E 8(M,) (we use again here the fact that 
we are dealing with lattices). Let M denote e4 prime M,, then M’ E M is a model of 
T(ZG) (see the lemma in Section 1) and 
still defines (V,(Vi)i<,) in M’. 
Hence even T(ZG) interprets Th(K:). 0 
One may ask if the assumption “G nilpotent” in Theorem 1 can be weakened to 
include a larger class of groups. We studied a similar problem about (un)decidability 
questions for arbitrary modules over group rings in [S, 151, so we refer the reader to 
those papers for a discussion of this point. 
3. As already recalled before, the connection between tameness and decidability is the 
crucial point in the decision problem for modules. Here we deal with a typical time 
case, namely lattices over Z,C(2)2, and we show that their theory is decidable; 
moreover, we transfer in some sense this result to T(ZC(2)2). First let us introduce the 
notions we will use later. Throughout this section G = C(2)2, ,4 = Z2G and c(, /? denote 
two fixed generators of G, so that G = (cc, jI: a2 = /II2 = id, /?a = a/l). 
There are some trivial ways in which a Z2-module M can obtain a n-module 
structure. This is the case when 
(0) a = p = 1, 
(1) a = 1, j3 = - 1, 
(2) a = - 1, /3 = 1, 
(3)a=fl= -1 
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in M; notice that in these cases the /l-module structure is always O-definable in M as 
a Z;?-module. These cases will be denoted later by (i), where i I 3. Let K be the class of 
all structures If = (V(H), (Hi,h)i 5 3) where 
(a) V(H) is a f.d. vector space over Z/22; 
(b) for all i I 3, Hi is a /i-lattice as in (i), and& is a n-homomorphism of Hi in V(H) 
with kernel 2Hi. 
K’ will denote the class of structures H in K satisfying the next condition 
(c) for every j I 3, Ui +jfi(Hi) generates V(H). 
Let L be the multi-sorted language for K and K’. Then (a) (except the f.d. 
hypothesis), (b) and (c) can be expressed in L; in particular, K’ is a finitely axiomatiz- 
able subclass of K. Finally, let K4 denote the class of structures (I/, (Vi), s J where V is 
a td. vector space over Z/22 and, for every i I 3, Vi is a subspace of I/; and let L4 be 
the corresponding language. 
We can state now our main result. 
Theorem 2. T(A) is decidable. 
The proof will be given in two steps. 
(A) (Lemma 1) The decision problem for T(A) reduces to the corresponding 
problem for Th(K’), 
(B) (Lemma 2) The decision problem for T(K) reduces to the corresponding 
problem for Th(K4). 
The indecomposable structures of K4 can be fully determined on the basis of the 
fundamental work of Gelfand and Ponomarev (see [2,7]); Baur [l] extended the 
study to all the structures (I/, (f’i)i s J where I/ is an arbitrary vector space over Z/22 
(possibly of infinite dimension), and showed that their theory is decidable; Prest [l l] 
greatly clarified the foundations of Baur’s proof, Point (see [9]) observed that, as 
a byproduct of Prest’s analysis, Th(K4) is also decidable. So (A) and (B) imply 
Theorem 2. 0 
Lemma 1. ZfTh(K’) is decidable, then T(A) is. 
Proof. Every /l-lattice is a finite direct sum of indecomposable n-lattices. Here are 
some examples of indecomposable n-lattices. 
(1.i) (With i I 3) Z, where the action of ~1, /?is defined as in (i) before; so - up to 
isomorphism - Zzei where e0,el,ez,e3 are the primitive idempotents QG ordered in 
a suitable way; 
(1.4) Zf where the action of a,/3 is defined by putting, for every I = (ri)i s 3 E Zz, 
ret = (r1,ro,r3,r2), r/3 = (rz,r3,ro,rl), so Z,G up to isomorphism. 
A /l-lattice M is called reduced iff M has no direct summands as in (1.i) with i I 4. 
Equivalently, MnMei = 2Mei for all i 5 3, or, if you prefer, 4Mn4Mei = 8Mei for all 
i I 3. The last condition can be expressed by a sentence in L(A) as 4ci E Z2 for all 
i I 3. Hence, reduced A-lattices are a finitely axiomatizable subclass RL of the class of 
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all A-lattices. The A-lattices in (1.i) (with i I 4) have a decidable theory as each of them 
can be interpreted inside 2, (as a &-module). Hence, it is sufficient to prove that 
Th(RL) is decidable. We claim that actually Th(RL) is decidable iff Th(K’) is. In fact, 
define two function r of K’ in RL and r’ of RL in K’ in the following way. For every 
HEK’. 
r(H) = {(hi)i,3: Vi 13, hiE Hi, iz3h(hi) = O>; 
T(H) has a n-module structure O-definable in H; moreover, I’(H) is reduced (see [3]). 
Conversely put, for every M E RL, 
r’(M) = 1 (Mei)lM, (Mei, gi)i s 3 
is3 
where, for every i I 3, gi is the projection modulo M; the kernel of gi is 2Mei just as 
M is reduced (see [3]); also from [3] T’(M) E K’; finally, T’(M) can be interpreted in 
M by the usual trick of multiplying by 4. So, in order to show our claim, it is enough to 
prove 
l TT’(M) 2 M for all M E RL, 
l T’T(H) z H for all HE K’, 
and then to apply the interpretation method. In the former case, the isomorphism is 
given by the map sending a 4-tuple (miei)i 5 3 satisfying mi E M for all i I 3 and 
Ci.3mieiEMintoCi.3 miei. In the latter case, we know from [3] that, if M = T(H), 
then 
(J’(H),h(Hi)i s 3) g C (MeiYM, (Wei + M)/M)i s 3 
is3 
For all i I 3, as Hi and Mei are Z,-projective, the isomorphism si Of a onto 
(Mei + M)/M can be lifted to a &isomorphism ti Of Hi onto Mei such that giti = sifi 
and, as Hi and Mei are A-lattices of type (i), actually ti is a A-homomorphism. 0 
Lemma 2. Th(K) is decidable. 
Proof. Let @ be the function from K to K4 such that, for every H E K, 
Clearly @ is onto. We want an effective method saying, for every L-sentence y, if 
y E Th(K) or not. Without loss of generality, we can assume that y is a conjunction of 
disjunctions of sentences of the form 
In+, 4, +) 2 k, Inv(-, 4, $) = k, 
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where 4(u), t,+(v) are pp-formulas of L and k is a positive integer. We claim that we can 
effectively find a sentence y4 of L4 such that, for all H E K, 
Ht=y iff @(H)l=y,. 
As @ is onto, it follows that, for every y as before, y E Th(K) iff y4 E Th(&) and this 
implies that Th(K) is decidable. 
First let us give some analysis of a pp-formula &(a) of L. We can assume that 4(v) 
satisfies one of the following cases. 
Case 1: 4(v) is 
A /j “Wi E Hi” A oV(ut *, (_h(wi))t 2 3) A /j ei(wi)); 
is3 is3 
Case 2: For some j I 3, 4(u) is 
A A “Wi E Hi” A e,(fj(o),@,(fi(wi))i< 3) A ej(u,*j) A A ei(*i))g 
is3 i#i 
where BV is a conjunction of atomic formulas of L4 and, for every i I 3, 8i is 
a conjunction of atomic formulas in L(A). 
Before examining these cases, we recall that any type p = p(c) (over 8) in L(2/22) is 
completely determined by the linear dependence and independence conditions con- 
cerning ii. As Z/22 is finite, these conditions can be expressed by a finite conjunction of 
atomic formulas and negations in L(Z/2Z). We will denote below by “Uk p” the 
resulting formula, and by ‘5 k p+” the conjunction of all dependence conditions. 
Recall that, for a fixed U, there are only finitely many types p(G) as above. 
Case 1: Let H E K, a E 4(H). Then, for all i I 3, there exists a type pi = pi(Ui) in 
L(Z/2Z) such that 
@(H)F3333~3iililtiz3U3 
( 
A “UiE Vi" A Ov(a,G,(iii)i<j)A A “UikpP+” 
is3 123 
Hip 3 Wi(Oi(Wi) A ‘fi(Wi)b pi") for all i 5 3. 
(Here ‘fi(Wi) k pi” is the conjunction of all equations and inequations in “Ui t= pi” 
stated for Ui modulo 2Hi; the fact thatfi(Hi) and Hi/2Hi are isomorphic justifies our 
notation). Conversely, assume that (*) holds. For every i 5 3, let Si E Hi, FE V(H), 
Ci Ef;:(Hi) be such that 
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For every i 5 3 there exists a Z/2 Z-endomorphism si Ofh(Hi) such that siJ(6i) = Ci. 
As Hi is Z,-projective, we can lift si to some Z,-endomorphism ti of Hi such that 
~ti = sifi, AS before, ti is a A-endomorphism, hence Hi != 0i(ti(6i)),fiti(&i) = Ci. Then 
a E 4(H). Therefore, a E 4(H) iff there exist po, pl, p2, p3 such that (*) holds. For every 
i I 3, and every pi, put 
di: 3Wi(8i(Wi) A ‘tf;(Wi) + pil)). 
Notice that, as the theory Of Z2ei (as a /i-module) is decidable, also Si = Th((Z2ei)‘“)) 
and S; = Th( { (Zzei) (@: CI I w>) are decidable. Hence, one can effectively determine 
whether pi E Si or not; if yes, there exists a positive integer Ni = Ni($,pi) such that 
S:u{Inv(-, u = u, “2 divides u”) 2 Ni} k 4i, this Ni can be found in a recursive way 
and, for every positive integer n < Ni, one can check if S: u {Inv(-, u = u, “2 divides 
u”) = n} I= pi or not; if not, l& E Si and a similar procedure works. Then, for all 
H E K and a E V(H), a E 4(H) iff there exist some types po,pl ,p2,p3 in L(Z/2Z) such 
that, according to whether 4i E Si or not for i I 3, in Q(H) the corresponding bounds 
on the dimension of h (Hi) are satisfied and 
Q(H) + 3w3uo3ur 3u23u3 
( 
A “Ui E Vi” A 8v(U, W,(Ui)i < 3) A i$3 “Ui + p”’ 
is3 1 
. 
One defines in this way a formula 44(u) of L4 which is a disjunction of conjunctions of 
invariant statements and pp-formulas such that, for every H in K and a E V(H), 
a E &J(H) iff a E 44(@(H)). 
Furthermore, 44(@(H)) is a O-definable (even if not necessarily pp-definable) subgroup 
of Q(H). 
In particular, if 4(u) and Ii/(u) are pp-formulas of L satisfying Case 1, then, for all 
H E K and positive integers k, 
HI= Inv(-, 4, $) 2 k iff Q(H) k Inv(-, $4, $4) 2 k 
and similarly for = . Notice that Inv(-, 44, $4) > k (as well as Inv(-, 44, I,+~) = k) does 
make sense and can be expressed by a sentence of La. 
Case 2: The L(n)-formula 3 Wj0j(O, Wj) can be translated in L(Z2) according to the 
condition (j) at the beginning of this section, and hence can be reduced in a recursive 
way to an equivalent formula in L(Z,) saying “u = 0” or “2”‘“’ divides u” for a suitable 
non-negative integer s(4). In the former case, even 4(u) is equivalent o “u = 0”. In the 
latter case, first notice that s(4) is effectively computable. Moreover, for all 
H=(V(H),(H~,~~)~.,)EK, 
In fact, if a E 2S(Q)f’ Hj, then a = 2b where b E 2”(“Hj is uniquely determined. Let 
Sj E Hj satisfies Hj+ 8j(b, &j). Then Hj + 6j(U,26j) and f,(26j) = 0. This implies 
a E 4(H). 
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So let HE K, a E 2”“‘Hj, a = 2”‘@b where b E Hj is uniquely determined. If 
a E 2S(‘#‘)f’Hj, thenfj(b) = 0. Let u E 4(H) - 2S(4)+‘Hj, hence b$2Hj. There exist types 
PO,PI,PZ,P~ of WVZ) such that 
Hj k 3Gj(8j(2”“‘b, Wj) A “(fj(b),fj(Wj)) k pj”), 
Hi k 3 Wi(8i(Wi) A ‘fi(Wi) k pi’) for i I 3, i # j, 
@(H)k31?3tio3til3tiz3U3 A “i&E Vi”A 8,(2”‘~‘f,(b),W,(Ui)i.,) 
( is3 
A “(f,(b), tij) k pj” A A ” Uibpi” . 
i#j 1 
For all i I 3 and pi, define for simplicity 4i = 4i(pi) as follows: 
~j: 3 V 3 Wj(Oj(2”“’ v, @j) A “(fj(v),fj(*j)) I= Pj? 
pi: 3 Wi(Oi(Wi) A ‘tfi(Wi) I= pi”) for i I 3, i #j. 
In conclusion, for every a E 2”“‘Hj, if a E 4(H), then f,(b) satisfies in Q(H) the 
following formula f&(v): 
v = 0 V V 3Wiliio3U~3U~3U3 A “Ui E Vi” A &(2”“’ V, W, (Ui)i s 3) 
pi@ 5 3) ( is3 
A “(V, Uj) ~ Pj” A A “iii ~ pi” 
(i Zi) > 
where, for any i I 3, pi ranges over the types of L(Z/2Z) satisfying Hi k $i. We claim 
that also the converse is true. So take a E 2 “‘“‘Hj, u = 2”“‘b. If f,(b) = 0, then 
U E 2”~” ’ Hj ~ I. H ence, let f,(b) # 0 and suppose that, for a suitable choice of 
- - 
Q(H) k A “Ci E F’t’ A e,(T(“fj(b), C, (Ci)i < 3) 
is3 
A “(f,(b), Cj) k P; A” A “Ci k PT; 
i#j 
also let b’, 65 E Hj satisfy Hj k 8j(2”‘@“b’, Sj) A “(fj(b’),fj(EJ)) k pj”. Then there is an 
automorphism Sj offj(Hj) mapping (f,(b’),fj(63)) into (f,(b), Ej). We can lift sj to a Z2- 
automorphism tj of Hj such that tj(b’) - b E 2Hj. AS the n-module structure of Hj is 
definable in L(Z,), 
Hj I= Bj(T”’ tj(b'), tj(EJ)) A “(fj tj(b’),fjtj(Fj)) k P;). 
AS b - tj(b’) E 2Hj, there is 6j E Hi such that 
Hj ‘F 8j(2”‘@(b - tj(b’)), dj) A ‘trj(dj) = 0”. 
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Hence, if 6j = a, + tj(Fj) 
Hi+ 6j(2""'b,Ej) A “(fj(b),fj(6j))bp/'; 
furthermore, f,(Sj) =fjtj(E>) = sjfj(63) = Fj. If i s 3, i # j, then there exists 6, E Hi such 
that 
Hit= 0,(6i) A ‘f;:(gi)k pi" 
and as in case 1, one can see that, without loss of generality,fi&) = Ci. It follows 
a E 4(H). 
Notice that the map f from 2""'Hj into fj(Hj) such that, for all a E 2""'Hj, 
f(a) =fj(b) where 2”@‘b = a is an epimorphism (over 2, or A) of kernel 2’(+)+ ’ Hj and 
sends 4(H) onto &(@(H)). In particular, &(@(H)) is a O-definable (even if not 
necessarily pp-definable) subgroup of Q(H) and 
14(H):2”‘4’+‘HjI = I&(@(H))I, 
12S(‘)Hj: 4(H)) = Ifi( $JV(@(H))I. 
Also notice that the formula &(a) introduced before depends on the choice of H. But, 
as in case 1, we can replace &(v) with a formula independent on H, so that, for all 
HEK and UE~~(@H. I’ 
a E 4(H) iff f,(b) E M@(H)). 
Take now two pp-formulas 4(v), $(u) of L satisfying case 2 for the same j I 3 and 
T(n)l= Vu($(u) +4(u)). Assume that e(u) (hence 4(u)) is not equivalent to u = 0. 
Clearly s(4) I s(t,Q If s(4) < s($), then, for all HE K, 
I~(H):~(H)I = I~(H):2"'~'+'Hjl.~2"'~"'Hj:2"'~'Hjl~~2"'~'Hj:IC/(H)I 
= I~~(~(H))I.Ifj(Hj):01S'~'-sS(~'-'.Ifj(Hj):~~(~(H))I. 
If s(4) = s($), then, for HE K, 
IWO:ti(WI = I~v(@W)):~v(@(H))I. 
Hence any L-sentence of the form 
Inv(-, 4, $) 2 k, Inv(-, 4, ti) = k 
with k a positive integer can be translated in a recursive way into a disjunction of 
conjunctions of L4-sentences concerning the indexes of O-definable subgroups of 
Q(H). The case when +(v) is u = 0 can be handled in an easy way. 
In conclusion, for every L-sentence y, one can build in an effective way a sentence y4 
of L4 such that, for all HE K, 
Hky iff t,b(H)l=y,. 
As we noticed before, this implies that Th(K) is decidable. !FJ 
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What can we say about T(ZG) with G = C(2)‘? First notice that, for any odd prime 
p, T(Z,G) is decidable. This follows from the fact that p does not divide the order of 
G and from the remark at the end of section 1 about this situation. In fact, there exist 
exactly 4 pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable Z,G-lattices, namely the indecom- 
posable direct summands of 2, G; they have Z, as underlying Z,-module and action of 
cc,/? defined as in (0)43). 
The standard way to show the undecidability of the theory of lattices over a given 
R-order LI is to interpret certain prototypical examples of undecidable theories, like 
the theory of the class K5 of structures (I’, (Vi)i S 4) where V is a f.d. vector space over 
Z/pZand V,,, . . . , V, are subspaces of V (see Theorem 1). This interpretation is usually 
given by providing pp-formulas of L(n): 
such that, for every structure (V, ( Vi), S 4) in Kg, there is a /i-lattice N satisfying 
Assume that this interpretation can be done when LI = ZG. For every structure (V, 
(Vi), S & let M be a ZG-lattice satisfying 
As V is finite, we can replace M by o4 prime M,. But we can assume q&M,) c 8(M,) 
when q # p. So the Z,G-lattice Mp interprets (V, (Vi); 5 4); hence T(Z,G) interprets the 
theory of KS, and this is impossible. 
Of course, this is not a proof of decidability of T(ZG), but provides a strong 
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